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Part II
The Practices of Dragon Magic

The Sacred Fires of Hadji-ka

General Guidelines for
Performing Ceremonies
The following are general guidelines for performing ceremonies.
If specific directions are provided for any ceremony, use those
directions; otherwise follow these general guidelines.

Creating and Dismantling a Ceremonial Circle
When creating a ceremonial circle, place the elements in a
clockwise direction (on the floor or other surface). When
dismantling the circle, pick up all the elements counter-clockwise.

Wheels, Squares, Triangles, Gates, etc as used in
Ceremonies
When using elements such as Wheels, Triangles or Gates, the
lowest numbers always go on top and the highest numbers on the
bottom when these items are stacked. Example: Stack 1 is created
at your head if you are lying down on your back or in front of your
face if you are sitting. If each stack contains 8 Wheels then stack
1 contains Wheel 1–8 with lowest number on top and highest
number on bottom; stack 2 contains Wheel 9–16, with lowest
number on top and highest number on bottom — repeat this same
order for each stack around the circle.
All ceremonial circles create an alchemical equation: Wheels or other
items placed in stacks are created per the individual ceremony and
create an alchemical equation that is different for each ceremony.
Do not assume that you can determine the components of stacks
for a ceremony with multiples of wheels, gates, etc.
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The alchemy works through each item and thus it is important to
stack them one upon another. This ensures that the components create
the correct alchemical equation.
If the ceremony provides specific directions for creating stacks, follow
them. All aspects of the alchemical equation have been considered by
Almine as given in the specific instructions.
a. Item such as wheels, gates, squares, etc can be cut out singly. On
some occasions when there are a large number of items, multiples
may be placed on one page. As long as the elements are equally
divided between the stacks and equally laid out on the pages — this
is permissible. For example if there are 144 elements to be divided
between 12 stacks, you may either have 2 elements per page or
4 elements per page. The types of elements should not be mixed
when combining onto one page.
b. Ensure you follow the directions for creating the stacks needed
for each of the ceremonies.
c. The shape of a circle must be maintained when creating the
stacks.
d. If in doubt it is best to follow the exact ceremonial guidelines as
given.
e. With our intent to create the sacred space, we are part of the
alchemical equation. When following the ceremonial guidelines,
we produce the known results of the alchemical equation that are
intended for any specific ceremony.
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Position
Lying down on your back is the preferred position. You may use a
bed, a massage table or the floor. Ensure you are comfortable. It is
okay to use a small pillow under your knees and your head or neck.
Follow the directions as given for each specific ceremony. For the
majority of these ceremonies, your head should be placed at the
Number 1 Wheel or Stack (which correlates to 12 on the clock). If
you choose to sit on a chair, the Number 1 Wheel or Stack should
be placed in front of you.

Creating Sacred Space
Avoid interruptions of any sort as you create your sacred space and
participate in your ceremony, whether it is a physical ceremony or
one of intent. Once you start the ceremony it is best to complete it.
(Unplug the phone, go to the restroom, etc - prior to starting.)
Ceremonies build upon each other. It is recommended that they be
completed in the order given. Ceremonies may be repeated as often
as you feel is appropriate and right for you.
Note: Maintain the sacred space and circle — keep animals and
children out of the area by closing doors, etc. The frequency of the
sacred circle is affected by their presence and they are affected by
the ceremonial frequencies. These frequencies may be too high for
them.
Recommendations during pregnancy: The frequencies of a
ceremony may be too high for the baby and therefore, not
comfortable. As a general rule, avoid doing ceremonies during
pregnancy.
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The Use of Wheels
A wheel is a visual image that conveys non-cognitive, sacred and
empowering information. They are similar to gateways through
which specific healing frequencies are drawn and are power sources
in the same way a holy object would be.
The wheels are alive and as we work with them they provide us
with deep insights into the vastness and wealth of our own being,
reminding us of all that we are.
Each wheel is a stand-alone wheel and can be used by itself. When
wheels are used in a sequence, they tell a story and combine to
make an equation.
Mystical practices have a beginning and a closure. If you are
working with a sequence of wheels, do not stop in the middle as it
leaks resources and energy. For this reason it is important that you
always complete each sequence.
To access the information contained within the wheels at a deeper
level you may place your hands on the wheels or run your hand
across them — the left hand is receptive and the right hand
promotes understanding.
Lying down, you may also place a wheel at your feet and upon
contemplating its meaning, bring it up through your body from
your feet to the Lahun Chakra 10 inches above your head. If a
wheel feels ‘stuck’ anywhere, continue to feel the quality of the
wheel until it moves freely. If you are working with a sequence of
wheels, ensure that the highest numbered wheel is at the bottom
and the lowest numbered wheel is at the top. Work with one wheel
at a time and fully integrate one before moving on to the next. As
you do, also contemplate how the qualities of each wheel combine
and complement the other wheels within the sequence.
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Possible Uses for Wheels include:
•
•
•
•
•

Meditate on a wheel.
Place on the walls of a healing space, office or a room in which
you spend a lot of time.
With intention they can be placed into the body or placed
directly on the body.
Specific wheels can be placed under a healing table when
working on someone or under a chair that you frequently sit on.
Create your own personal mandala that you carry with you.
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The Ceremony to Clear
Programs from the Spine
Pre-Meditation
•
•

•
•

•

Place yourself in a deeply meditative state.
From a large perspective, view your interactions with others
and the personality traits you use to shield yourself, control
outcomes or to make yourself needed, wanted or accepted. See
these personality traits as masks – learned behaviors that have
accumulated over lifetimes.
See these masks disintegrate like dust and blow away in the
wind. Continue until only authenticity remains.
Now do the same clearing process with the inner personalities
– the personas; the way you interact with yourself. The masks
you wear for yourself. See them melt and flow away like water
as you identify and dissolve them one by one.
As you end the meditation, envision how your life will be lived
without the masks of personality. You are now ready for the
ceremony

The Ceremony
Lie comfortably with the following stack of power images at your
feet (these images are found in the earlier part of this book):
1) To start with place The Wheel of the Ninth Direction
2) Then place the following images, one on top of the other:
The Map to Seal the Interdimensional Holes of the Sacrum
The Map to Seal the Interdimensional Holes of the Coccyx
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The Map to Seal the Interdimensional Holes of the Brainstem
3) On top of that, stack the 24 Maps to Clear the Nervous System,
starting with Map 24 and ending up with Map 1 on top.
4) You may want to have a list of the elements that make up the
stack so you may contemplate their purpose as you draw them up
through your body.

Method
As you begin the ceremony, again contemplate existing without
masks, personalities, and coping mechanism. Focus being as open
and trusting as a child.
Envision the power images moving up through your body one
by one, starting with the first and uppermost image – Map 1 for
Clearing of the Nervous System. Move each one in turn, in through
the bottom of the feet, up through your body and out through
the top of your head. When one image has fully moved through,
envision the next one moving through. Pay particular attention
to the feeling of clearing the ‘cobwebs’ of programming from the
spine.
If you feel pressure building in a specific area as though a power
image has become stuck, breath deeply in and out and release the
programs from that area on the out breathe.
Silently say, “I release,” several times until the power image moves
through and out.
When you are finished with the ceremony close it by
acknowledging your gratitude and pick up all power images.
Recognize the sacredness of the ceremony and the tools.
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The Power Sigil to Restore all Parts of the Body, Soul,
Spirit, and Akasha to their Proper Places

Chirach Haruvespa Arat Manurech Klavaspi
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The Ceremony to Clear the
Programs from the Pranic Tube
Pre-Meditation

Note: In clearing the inner and outer personalities, specifically focus
on personalities and identities that are connected to emotions (i.e. I
am the friendly one, the optimistic one, etc.)
•
•

•
•

•

Place yourself in a deeply meditative state.
From a large perspective, view your interactions with others
and the personality traits you use to shield yourself, control
outcomes or make yourself needed, wanted or accepted. See
these personality traits as masks – learned behaviors that have
accumulated over lifetimes.
See these masks disintegrate like dust and blow away in the
wind. Continue until only authenticity remains.
Now do the same clearing process with the inner personalities
– the personas; the way you interact with yourself. The masks
you wear for yourself. See them melt and flow away like water
as you identify and dissolve them one by one.
As you end the meditation, envision how your life will be lived
without the masks of personality. You are now ready for the
ceremony.

The Ceremony
Lie comfortably with the following stack of power images at your
feet (these images are found in the earlier part of this book):
1) To start with place The Wheel of the Ninth Direction
2) Then place the following images, one on top of the other in this
order:
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The Power Sigil to Restore all Parts of the Body, Soul, Spirit and
Akasha to their Proper Places
The 24 Wheels to Activate the Pure and Full Expression of the
Kundalini (Wheel 24 is at the bottom and Wheel 1 is on top.)
3) You may want to have a list of the elements that make up the
stack so you may contemplate their purpose as you draw them up
through your body.

Method
As you begin the ceremony, again contemplate existing without
masks, personalities, and coping mechanism. Focus on being as
open and trusting as a child.
Envision the power images moving up through your body one
by one, starting with the first and uppermost image – Wheel 1 to
Activate the Pure and Full Expression of the Kundalini. Move each
one in turn, in through the bottom of the feet, up through your
body and out through the top of your head. When one image has
fully moved through, envision the next one moving through in
the same way. Pay particular attention to the feeling of clearing the
‘cobwebs’ of programming from the spine.
If you feel pressure building in a specific area as though a power
image has become stuck, breath deeply in and out and release the
programs from that area on the out breathe.
Silently say, “I release,” several times until the power image moves
through and out.
When you are finished with the ceremony close it by
acknowledging your gratitude and pick up all power images.
Recognize the sacredness of the ceremony and the tools.
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The Power Wheel of Spirit
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The Sigils for Balancing Spirit
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The 27 Angels of Spirit

1. Mananut

15. Nanaruk

2. Brivahet

16. Echtuvar

3. Silvatu

17. Litselvi

4. Kershvavi

18. Ramavek

5. Mechbaru

19. Harsvarut

6. Kirasat

20. Kliharasat

7. Kletvatu

21. Nenesut

8. Nevarek

22. Marstuve

9. Kusavi

23. Neksuvalvi

10. Kletvaru

24. Rakbahur

11. Bishalvi

25. Nanusak

12. Mesuk

26. Rasbarut

13. Nektuva

27. Melsakvi

14. Reksalvavi

*NOTE: This frame, containing the 27 angel names is for reference
only and is not a ceremonial tool.
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Sigils of the 27 Angels of Spirit 1-14

1. Mananut

2. Brivahet

3. Silvatu

5. Mechbaru

6. Kirasat

7. Kletvatu

8. Nevarek

9. Kusavi

10. Kletvaru

11. Bishalvi

12. Mesuk

13. Nektuva

14. Reksalvavi
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Sigils of the 27 Angels of Spirit 15-27

15. Nanaruk

16. Echtuvar

17. Litselvi

18. Ramavek

19. Harsvarut

20. Kliharasat

21. Nenesut

22. Marstuve

23. Neksuvalvi

24. Rakbahur

25. Nanusak

26. Rasbarut

27. Melsakvi
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The Ceremony to Clean the Ida and
Pingala – the Instruments of Spirit
Pre-meditation:
•
•

•

Place yourself in a meditative state and scan the areas of your
life where you have made people, institutions or principles
‘holy.’
Release all by visualizing them dissolving into the eternal ocean.
Release any judgments you may have of worthiness. One part of
the river is not worth more than another – they both ultimately
dissolve into the mighty ocean.
Make the statement, “I release all programs from spirit about
what is holy or unholy.”

The Ceremony
During the ceremony you will be lying comfortably with the following
stack of power images at your feet (you may want to laminate the
images to preserve them).
1) To start with place The Wheel of the Ninth Direction
2) Then place The Power Wheel of Spirit
3) On top of that place The Sigils for Balancing Spirit
4) Using the 27 Wheels of Hurat, create a clockwise circle big
enough for you to lie in. As you lie down inside the circle, Wheel 1
will be above your head.
5) Have a list of the 27 Angels of Spirit and their Sigils to call during
the ceremony. You may also want to have a list of the elements that
make up the stack so you may contemplate their purpose as you
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draw them up through your body.

Method
When you are ready, lie down in the ceremonial space, ensuring
that you are comfortable. Remember Wheel 1 is above your head.
Call out the 27 Angel names as you look at their sigils and instruct
them to remove all spirit infiltration and programs from your body
and soul.
Next instruct them to remove all physical and soul infiltration, and
control of spirit.
Then, starting with the image on the top of the stack at your feet
– The Sigils for Balancing Spirit, envision moving all the sacred
images up through your body, one at a time, and out of the top of
your head.
If you feel pressure building in a specific area as thought a power
image has become stuck, breath deeply in and out and release the
programs from that area on the out breathe.
End with these words:
“Let all aspects of expression of my being be aligned with Infinite
Intent.”
When you are finished with the ceremony close it by
acknowledging your gratitude and pick up all power images. The
Wheels of Hurat are dismantled in a counter-clockwise direction.
Recognize the sacredness of the ceremony and the tools.
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The Emotional Reparation of the Four
Directions Alchemical Equation 1

+
=

1. Uniformity
+
Absolute Oneness
=
Empathic and Telepathic Inclusiveness
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The Emotional Reparation of the Four
Directions Alchemical Equation 2

+

=

2. Co-dependence
+
Supported Diversity
=
Mutual Inspiration
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The Emotional Reparation of the Four
Directions Alchemical Equation 3

+

=

3. Independence
+
Self-Sovereignty
=
Independent self-sovereignty
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The Emotional Reparation of the Four
Directions Alchemical Equation 4

+

=

4. Unity within Diversity
+
Diversity within Unity
=
Unity within Harmony
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The Alchemical Equations of the
Resurrection 5

+

=

5. Unity within Harmony
+
Independent Self-sovereignty
=
The joyful adventure of the one expressing as the many
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The Alchemical Equations of the
Resurrection 6

+

=

6. Mutual Inspiration
+
Empathic and Telepathic Inclusiveness
=
The harmonious interaction of the many expressing as one
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The Alchemical Equations of the
Resurrection 7

+

=

7. The joyful adventure of the one expressing as the many
+
The harmonious interaction of the many expressing as one
=
The contented peace of reclaimed wholeness
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The Alchemical Equations of the
Resurrection 8

+

=

8. The contented peace of reclaimed wholeness
+
Complete Alignment with Divine Intent
=
Fusion through Resonance into a perfected instrument of Divine
Expression
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The Power Wheel for the Joining of the
Akashic Layers with the Four Directions

Chevavich Unasve Minusit
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TheWheel to Cleanse the Akasha
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The Names and Sigils of
the Angels of the 8 Directions

1. Netararek

2. Bluvatrasut

3. Menachve

4. Kalsbararuk

5. Mihavaruk

6. Nesevasvi

7. Priha-uvasut

8. Nesabavet
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The Qualities of the 8 Directions
Directions 1 – 4

Directions 5 – 8

Building Blocks:
Light, Frequency, Energy, Power

Building Blocks:
4 layers of Akashic Records

1. Masculine layer of Spirit
North
Quality: Uniformity – dependence,
tribalism

8. Akashic Records of Hopes (‘What ifs’)
Quality: Absolute Oneness – full empathic
and telepathic connection

2. Feminine Layer of Spirit
East
Quality: Co-dependence

7. Akashic Records of Regrets
Quality: Supported Diversity

3. Soul
West
Quality: Independence

6. Akashic Records of Emotions
Quality: Self-sovereignty

4. Physicality
South
Quality: Unity within Diversity –
one-mindedness

5. Akashic Records of Deeds
Quality: Diversity within unity –
one heartedness

The Ceremony to Restore the Missing
Codes of the Four Directions – the
Blending of Directions 1, 2, 3, 4 with
5, 6, 7, 8.

Contemplation:

Contemplate the following: The akashic records are the ‘storage’
places (realities) of lost codes from the four directions. There are
only four directions with lost pieces making up the additional four
directions. The codes that have been lost, or left behind, are the
building blocks called ‘akasha.’ They are either three interlocking
spheres or three interlocking wavy lines.
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To start with the codes or akashic building blocks must be cleansed
before restoration. They have held old memories of various degrees
of distortion.
When these lost pieces are restored to the four directions, they
become a fusion of building blocks: Incorruptible Matter.

The Ceremony
During the ceremony you will be lying comfortably with the
following stack of power images at your feet.
1) To start with place The Power Wheel for the Joining of the
Akashic Layers with the Four Directions
2) Then place the Alchemical Equations (Equation 8 is at the
bottom, Equation 1 is on top.)
3) On top of that place The Wheel to Cleanse the Akasha
4) Have a list of the Names and Sigils of the Angels of the 8
Directions to call during the ceremony. You may also want to have a
list of the elements that make up the stack so you may contemplate
their purpose as you draw them up through your body.

Method
•

Lie comfortably on you back with the stack of sacred images
at your feet. Call upon the angels of the eight directions as you
look at their sigils. Instruct them to move the sacred wheels
and equations through your body one by one, starting with
the image at the top - The Wheel to Cleanse the Akasha, and
ending with the one at the bottom.
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•
•
•

One by one envision the top wheel, then the eight equations
and then the power wheel move up through your body and out
the top of your head.
If you feel pressure building in a specific area as though a power
image has become stuck, breath deeply in and out and release
the programs from that area on the out breathe.
Feel the silence in your body as you end the ceremony by
saying:

“Reveshut aharch pravasbi”
(My being dwells in timelessness)
When you are finished with the ceremony close it by
acknowledging your gratitude and pick up all power images.
Recognize the sacredness of the ceremony and the tools.w
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The Wheel of Balanced Self-Sovereignty
of Soul
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The Pranic Tube Sigils of Merging
1. Rakve
2. Prishva
3. Mistu
4. Knechva
5. Tristu
6. Arkna
7. Sutvavi
8. Nashtu
9. Arkva
10. Pritlhu
11. Sparta
12. Plivet
13. Arknut
14. Septanut
15. Vitre
16. Harnut
17. Arlavit
18. Pirahit
19. Nakva
20. Setklanit
21. Arstu
22. Retvi
23. Skrinat
24. Sutre
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The Pranic Tube Sigils of Merging

1. Rakve

2. Prishva

5. Tristu

6. Arkna

7. Sutvavi

8. Nashtu

10. Pritlhu

11. Sparta

12. Plivet

15. Vitre

16. Harnut

19. Nakva

20. Setklanit

23. Skrinat

24. Sutre

9. Arkva

13. Arknut

17. Arlavit

21. Arstu

3. Mistu

14. Septanut

18. Pirahit

22. Retvi
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The Sigil of the Angel of Spirit - Menekvi

Kavala Sparut Helsachvi
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The Fused Transparency of
Body, Soul and Spirit
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The Ceremony for the Fusion
of the Four Directions
Pre-meditation:
•
•

•

•

Place yourself in a meditative state.
Meditate on the harmlessness of all aspects of existence; how
even infiltration of one aspect by another is but the result
of our valuing one part of the opposites more than another.
Contemplate how every aspect of existence is simply playing its
part, and only becomes a tyrant or a dictator when we judge any
part of life as having more value than another.
Scan your life and see all the places where you value and see as
more real, one opposite over another. Allow value judgments
of good and bad to disintegrate, like clay turning into dust and
blowing away in the wind. Feel yourself to be as clear as a child
who sees the beauty of the serpent the same as he does the
beauty of the rose.
Go into deep relaxation, by going backwards into the crystal
clear waters of the blissful peace of your being.

The Ceremony
Around the space where you will be lying, create three circles of
images and a stack of images that will lie at your feet. Ensure that
the circle is large enough for you to lie in.

Inner Circle
1) Create the inner circle with the 24 Wheels of Veshba. They will
be in stacks of 2. Place wheel 1 and 2 above your head, and lay out
the 12 pairs of wheels around you in a clockwise circle. (The lowest
numbered wheel in each stack is always on top.)
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Middle Circle
2) Create the middle circle with the 24 Wheels of Manasuch. It also
consists of 12 stacks with 2 wheels in each.

Outer Circle
3) Create the outer circle with the 27 Wheels of Hurat. Lay them
around the outside of the other two rings in a clockwise manner.
These wheels are laid out singly to create a larger circle.

Stack at Feet
4) Now create the stack that goes at the bottom of your feet by
placing the images in the following order:
The Wheel of the Ninth Direction
The Power Wheel of Spirit
The Power Sigil to Restore all parts of Body, Soul, Spirit and
Akasha to their Proper Places
The Sigils for Balancing Spirit
The 27 Angels of Spirit and their Sigils
The Wheel of the Balanced Self-Sovereignty of Soul
The Map of the Nervous System to Seal the Interdimensional Holes
of the Sacrum
The Map of the Nervous System to Seal the Interdimensional Holes
of the Coccyx
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The Map of the Nervous System to Seal the Interdimensional Holes
of the Brainstem
5) Have a list of the name and sigils for the Pranic Tube Sigils of
Merging and the sigil and name of the Angel of Oneness of Spirit.

Method
While in deep meditation, envision the holy marriage and romance
of your masculine and feminine taking place through mutual
surrender:
1. Speak the words:
“Irakva menuvish arasva minasut”
(Complete transparency through fusion)
2. Look at the sigils of the Pranic Tube Merging as you call their
names. See the combined pranic tube and spinal cord glowing
together inside the spine.
3. Next see the coiling serpents of the Ida and Pingala twining
around the combined spine and pranic tube. See them start to
merge together as the masculine Pingala merges with the feminine
Ida.
Say these words:
“Machtu Anachve Hurasbi Sperare”
(Dynamic balance through Oneness)
4. Call upon the Angel of Oneness of Spirit Menekvi, while looking
at his sigil, and instruct him to merge the Ida and Pingala.
5. Next see the glowing joined Ida and Pingala fuse with the joined
pranic tube and spinal cord. All four will now fuse inside the spine,
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glowing as one inside and around the spine.
6. End this ceremony with the declaration:
“Let the fusion of body, soul and both aspects of spirit, create the tool
of resurrected, eternal matter. May this refined instrument of my
being, dance to the symphony of Infinite Intent.”
“Erekvi Subavat Ereshvi”
(According to Divine Will)
When you are finished with the ceremony close it by
acknowledging your gratitude and pick up all power images.
Recognize the sacredness of the ceremony and the tools. The
images that make up the circles are dismantled in a counterclockwise direction.
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Names and Sigils of the Angels for the
Completion of the Cosmic Loops of Time

1. Meshperek-ratvi

2. Uhurusat-miravek

3. Blishpekvi-mirarak

4. Trekvarhus-aseta
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The Ceremony to Fuse the Combined
Eight Directions with the Ninth Direction
Pre-meditation:
•

Place yourself in a deep meditative state. Ponder the following
statements by feeling their meaning with your whole being:

1. I am a current in the Infinite ocean. It flows through me and I
flow through it.
2. No external soul or spirit pieces of me exist. They are but
unresolved imaginings of separation. I am eternal, inseparable and
whole.

The Ceremony
1) Create the stack for below your feet by firstly placing the The
Wheel of the Ninth Direction
2) Next, place The Eight Alchemical Equations (Equation 1 is on
top, Equation 8 is at bottom.)
3) On top of that, place The Power Sigil to Restore all Parts of Body,
Soul, Spirit and Akasha to their Proper Places
4) Finally place The Symbol for the Wheels of Hurat, then The
Symbol for the Wheels of Manasuch, and on top of that The Symbol
for the Wheels of Veshba
5) Have a sheet with the Names and Sigils of the Angels for the
Completion of the Cosmic Loops of Time
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Method
1. Call upon the 4 angels for the Completion of the Cosmic Loops
of Time (while looking at their sigils).
2. Instruct them to move the symbols, equations and wheels that
are in the stack, through your body – starting with the image at the
top – The Symbol for the Wheel of Veshba – and then one at a time
until you get to the last image.
3. If you feel pressure building in a specific area as though a power
image has become stuck, breath deeply in and out and release the
programs from that area on the out breathe.
4. End by saying,
“Sabahut urachvi mishet vivavi”
(The dream of separation is over)
“May my being express fully, and without the unwholeness of gender,
the Infinite splendor of eternal existence.”
When you are finished with the ceremony close it by
acknowledging your gratitude and pick up all power images.
Recognize the sacredness of the ceremony and the tools.
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The Four Loops of Existence Within the Fall

The Four Loops of Existence
Within the Fall
Sigil:

Our Loop
representing
the North
(the principle
of mind)
Sigil:

The West
(the principle
of energy)

Sigil:
The East
(the principle
of emotion)

The South
(the principle
of matter)

Sigil:

•
•
•
•

Each loop is 18 cycles of existence long, representing trillions of
years.
Each loop has a sigil describing its nature and frequency.
All loops were created simultaneously and did not play out in
succession.
The name for All Four Loops is: Kelesh-usva-trabach-heruhit

In Janauary, 2007, after successfully completing its ascension cycles,
our loop in the north had all other loops join with it into one.
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Closing
We stand at the closing of the four great loops of time. Over
and over have we traveled them in search of long-lost pieces of
expression. In finding them, we find our wholeness and reclaim the
powerful, magical components that are our birthright.
The kingdom of the dragons has always waited at the closure of the
specific loop we have now, yet again, completed. It is here that they
have released the ancient records of the way to reclaim our magical
abilities. It has been done according to the exact measure we are
prepared to receive.
May our hearts embrace this most precious gift and the body
respond to these long-kept secrets of how to release the powers of
Hadji-ka – the sacred fire within us that we can awaken the pristine,
incorruptible magic of life.
“Gender can only exist in the absence of expression of some of our
aspects. In wholeness, the concept of gender becomes meaningless.”
								
							Almine
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